1. Khojki
The U.S. requests the addition of the 61 characters for the Khojki script as proposed in document N3978 to appear in a new "Khojki" block, located in the range U+11200-U+1124F.

2. Miscellaneous Symbols and Pictographs
a. The U.S. requests the addition of one character, U+1F544 Notched Right Semicircle with Three Dots, with the glyph and properties as documented in N3971.

b. The U.S. also requests the addition of one character, U+1F545 Marks Chapter Symbol, with the glyph and properties as documented in L2/11-031.

3. Telugu/Kannada/Malayalam
The U.S. requests the addition of the following three characters in the appropriate Indic script block, with glyphs and properties as described in N3964:

a. Telugu
U+0C00 TELUGU SIGN COMBINING CANDRABINDU ABOVE

b. Kannada
U+0C81 KANNADA SIGN CANDRABINDU

c. Malayalam
U+0D01 MALAYALAM SIGN CANDRABINDU

4. Arabic Extended-A
a. The U.S. requests the addition of 1 character, U+08FF ARABIC MARK SIDEWAYS NOON GHUNUNA, with the glyph and properties as documented in N3989 (L2/11-033).

b. The U.S. also requests the addition of 1 character in the Arabic block, U+08A1 ARABIC LETTER BEH WITH HAMZA ABOVE, with the glyph and properties as documented in N3988 (L2/10-442).
5. Kana Supplement
The U.S. requests the addition of two characters with glyphs and properties as documented in N3987 (L2/10-468):
U+1B002 HIRAGANA LETTER SMALL KO
U+1B003 KATAKANA LETTER SMALL KO

6. Greek and Coptic
The U.S. requests the addition of one character, with the glyph and properties as documented in L2/10-474: U+037F GREEK CAPITAL LETTER YOT

7. Elbasan
The U.S. requests the addition of 40 characters for the Elbasan script, to be located in a new “Elbasan” block that extends from U+10500–U+1052F, with glyphs and properties as documented in N3985 (L2/11-050).

8. Nabataean
The U.S. requests the addition of 40 characters for the Nabataean script, to be located in a new “Nabataean” block that extends from U+10880–U+108AF, with glyphs and properties as documented in N3969 (L2/10-473).

9. Linear A
The U.S. requests the addition of 341 characters for the Linear A script, to be located in a new “Linear A” block that extends from U+10600–U+1077F, with glyphs and properties as documented in N3973 (L2/10-422).

10. Limbu
The U.S. requests the addition of 2 characters, U+191D LIMBU LETTER GYAN and U+191E LIMBU LETTER TRA, with glyphs and properties as documented in N3975.

11. Devanagari
The U.S. requests the addition of 1 character, U+0978 DEVANAGARI LETTER MARWARI DDA, with glyphs and properties as documented in N3970.

12. Cyrillic Extended-B
The U.S. requests the addition of 4 characters with glyphs and properties as documented in L2/10-394:
U+A698 CYRILLIC CAPITAL LETTER DOUBLE O
U+A699 CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER DOUBLE O
U+A69A CYRILLIC CAPITAL LETTER CROSSED O
U+A69B CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER CROSSED O.